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THEME:
COMMUNITY DIVERSITY SUSTAINABILITY

CONFERENCE THEME:
Diversity; community; sustainability: Opportunities and challenges for professional education and professional practice
Reflections on 1st Annual NPI Conference

9.30 – 9.00
Registration Desk: Level 5, 11 York Street Sydney 2000

9.00 – 9.15
Master of Ceremonies: Ms Fiona O’Sullivan (Room LR1)
Welcome to Country: Aunty Norma Ingram, Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council (Room LR1)
Conference Welcome: Dr Scott Dickson, Dean (NPI Room LR1)

9.15 – 10.15
Keynote Address: (Room LR1)
Professor Elias Mpofu, Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney
Community Engaged Post-Secondary Public Scholarship: Opportunities with Service Learning
Session Chair: Dr Scott Dickson

10.20 – 11.20
Session A: Educational Experience (Room LR1)
Session Chair: Professor Carolyn Noble
John Reece: An instructional model for the teaching of research methods to students in undergraduate and postgraduate psychology and related disciplines
Jenny Coburn: What helps our students stay and succeed? Educational experiences that facilitate study persistence amongst first, second and third year students
Ann Wilson; Sharon Moore: Making time for peer review: student perspectives on a sustainable assessment practice

Session B: Attitudes and Influences (Room TR 8/9)
Session Chair: Professor Chris Pratt
Michael Weston; Mike Innes: Accepting Bad? Influences of Entertainment Media on Moral Judgment
Praveena Rajeswaran; Mike Innes: The effect of stigmatisation on attitudes and beliefs about the stigmatised person: the role of behaviour in the elicitation of responses
Prabu Dhanapalan; Damith Woods: The Psychology of Internet Addiction

Session C: Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis of the Lived Experience (Room TR6)
Session Chair: Dr Pol Dominic McCann
Bianca Dos Santos; Vanessa Beavan: Experiences of members attending Hearing Voices Network Support Groups
Mary Goslett: Ngaara Dyin: A Conversation With Indigenous Women
Stephanie Banning; Fiona Ann Pappas: "It's not very feminist of me, but...": How young, single, unmarried women living in Australia understand marriage

11.20 – 11.45
Morning Tea

11.45 – 12.45
Session D: Modes of Learning (Room LR1)
Session Chair: Associate Professor Sharon Moore
Jacquie Delord; Jacqui Parker: Online communities of inquiry support academic literacy development at ACAP
Eileen Cooper: Designing for interaction and engagement: teaching academic literacy skills using an online synchronous classroom
Ed Irons: Cycles of learning in a first year tertiary foundational learning skills unit

Session E: Decision Making (Room TR 8/9)
Session Chair: Dr Ben Morrison
Melissa Gilkes; Fiona Ann Pappas: “Shop ‘til they drop”: A qualitative exploration of women’s experiences of online clothes shopping and their perceived effect on body image ideals and body satisfaction.
David Johnston; Ben Morrison: Investigating Differences in Cue-Use across Expert, Intermediate, and Novice Rugby League Playmakers
Madeleine Lucas; Natalie Morrison: Correlates of Decision Making and Psychopathy in the Community

Session F: Human Behaviour (Room TR6)
Session Chair: Professor John Reece
Clare Russell-Williams; Lynne Harris: Mindfulness and Disordered Eating: Contributions of Experiential Avoidance, Rumination, and Impulsivity
Lynne Harris; Mary Arlington-Watt: Eight week group intervention for Binge Eating Disorder: Early findings
Amanda Georges; Lynne Harris: Cognitive Outcomes in Self-threatening Social Comparisons

12.45 – 1.15
Lunch

1.45 – 2.45
Session G: Professional Education (Room LR1)
Session Chair: Professor Ione Lewis
Pol Dominic McCann: Internet-mediated supervision: A vision to the future?
Giovanni Di Lieto; Ingrid D’Souza: The inquiry method for the practice of professional education: Extending learning capacity for reflective thinking within online environments
Amanda Mason; Vanessa Beavan: Research, recognise and don’t repeat: Preventing burnout by helping pastors research their family’s emotional history

Session H: Power and Relationships (Room TR 8/9)
Session Chair: Dr Elizabeth Day
Carey Little; Fiona Ann Pappas: “You just wouldn’t talk to your partner the same way that you talk to your mother: that’s just a matter of course!”
Handling (demand-withdraw) conflict in cohabiting lesbian relationships
Nicholas Whitehead; Damith Woods: The Impact of Childhood Bullying on Adult Friendship Quality
Georgina Jarvis; Ran Shi: Deconstructing inherent power hierarchies in NSW secondary schools: Do HSC students’ learning practices support or contradict their study preferences?

Session I: Theory and Assessment (Room TR6)
Session Chair: Dr Fiona Pappas
Mark Tang; Ran Shi: Reading Chinese Pseudo-characters: An account of word recognition models
Jacqueline Schell; Damith Woods; John Blythe: WISC IV Profiling in ADHD Children in an Australian Cohort
Paul Ling; Damith Woods: It is time to exercise smart rather than exercise hard. A comparison of high intensity interval training and circuit training to traditional aerobic and anaerobic exercises

2.45 – 3.00
Afternoon tea

3.00 – 4.00
Session J: Sustainable Practice (Room LR1)
Session Chair: Mr Matthew Thurgood
Iain Doherty; Michelle Honey: Professional Health Education and Practice: Students Supporting Sustainable Community-Based Health Promotion
Sharon Moore: Sustainability for Human Service Education
Lynne Harris: Challenges for Professional Psychology in Australia

Session K: Resilience, Vulnerability and Emotion (Room TR 8/9)
Session Chair: Dr Ester Senderey-German
Vasilieos Tsikaliakis; Fiona Ann Pappas: Fear of Death: The Unique Roles of Involvement, Resilience and Psychosocial Maturity
Peiling Kong; Gary Banks: Evaluating Risk and Monitoring Progress following Child Protective Services and Interventions
Ithoh J. Omoregbee; Ben Morrison: Should tests of emotional intelligence be considered in the selection process for entry into Masters of Clinical Psychology programs?

4.00 – 4.30
Reflections on 1st Annual NPI Conference
Professor Ione Lewis; Professor Carolyn Noble; Professor Chris Pratt; Ms Rosemary Redgrave; Ms Catherine Tracey; Ms Denise Isik (Room LR1)
Session Chair: Professor Lynne Harris

4.30 – 4.45
Closing of Conference: Mr Andrew Little, Principal & Executive General Manager, NPI Pty Ltd (Room LR1)

4.45 – 6.00
Post Conference drinks